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“Peer review” is a significant factor in academic publication, but ambiguity surrounds the 
term. Econ Journal Watch is peer-reviewed in the same sense that the American 
Economic Association’s Journal of Economic Perspectives is peer-reviewed, namely, all 
material is reviewed by multiple peers and most is also refereed.   
 
The policy of EJW is that all material must be reviewed and accepted by at least two core 
editors (that is, two among the Editor and Co-editors). Thus, at the very least, everything 
published in EJW has been reviewed by two peers (that is, PhD economists with academic 
posts). 
 
Further, most of the articles published in EJW are also refereed by external reviewers.  A 
Comment is not accepted until it has been sent to the commented-on authors along with 
an invitation to respond. The commented-on authors usually respond to the Comment, 
and this response serves the function of a referee report. In the rare cases when the 
commented-on authors do not return a response, we go to another external referee to 
review the submitted Comment.  
 
Other material at EJW, for the various sections, is typically cultivated in a manner of 
editorial iteration. But this material is usually also refereed by external reviewers.  We 
usually send the paper out for refereeing only after we have tentatively decided to publish 
it.  Thus, almost all papers that are refereed are accepted for publication.  The purpose of 
the refereeing is to test our judgment and seek guidance on improving the paper. 
 
EJW is an academic journal. It is academic in its Advisory Council, editorial team, authors, 
subject matter, and intended audience. Like the Journal of Economic Perspectives, it is 
produced by academic economists, for academic economists.   
 
To sum up: (1) all EJW articles are peer reviewed; (2) Comments are also always 
refereed, and (3) other articles, when an anonymous referee report is returned, should also 
be considered refereed, and this is usually the case.  EJW will be happy to confirm 
refereed status of any article. 
 
 


